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The new version of ASP.NET includes many practical functions and a lot of  frequently requested features, including Master Pages, Themes, site navigation,  site counters and many more. And with the help of the new provider model, you  can now create many functions in so-called zero-code scenarios, without even one  line of source code. 

Furthermore, the new version offers features for building web applications in  Visual Studio .NET, including full IntelliSense for HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and  inline ASP.NET code; projectless development; and a newer, simpler code-behind  model. With so many attractive additions to the new version, you’ll want a  top-notch manual to guide you. ASP.NET 2.0 Revealed will empower you to  jump in and start exploring ASP.NET 2.0!
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Approximation Methods for Polynomial Optimization: Models, Algorithms, and Applications (SpringerBriefs in Optimization)Springer, 2012

	Polynomial optimization, as its name suggests, is used to optimize a generic

	multivariate polynomial function, subject to some suitable polynomial equality

	and/or inequality constraints. Such problem formulation dates back to the nineteenth

	century when the relationship between nonnegative polynomials and sum of squares

	(SOS) was...
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FileMaker 8 @work: Projects and Techniques to Get the Job DoneSams Publishing, 2006
Most books on databases approach the reader with descriptions of how to use tools, and make some reference to putting those tools into a real-world context. FileMaker 8 @Work: Projects and Techniques to Get the Job Done turns this approach on its ear by introducing key tools in a single chapter, then moves on to what you...
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F# for Quantitative FinancePackt Publishing, 2013

	An introductory guide to utilizing F# for quantitative finance leveraging the .NET platform


	Overview

	
		Learn functional programming with an easy-to-follow combination of theory and tutorials
	
		Build a complete automated trading system with the help of code snippets
	
		Use F#...
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Encyclopedia of GIS (Springer Reference)Springer, 2007
The Encyclopedia of GIS provides a comprehensive and authoritative guide, contributed by experts and peer-reviewed for accuracy, and alphabetically arranged for convenient access. The entries explain key software and processes used by geographers and computational scientists. Major overviews are provided for nearly 200 topics: Geoinformatics,...
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Learning FreeNAS: Configure and manage a network attached storage solutionPackt Publishing, 2008

	FreeNAS is a free piece of software that turns a PC into Network Attached Storage (NAS). It supports connections from Microsoft Windows, Apple OS X, Linux, and FreeBSD. It supports RAID, has a simple web GUI, and modest system requirements. Since FreeNAS is an embedded operating system, it is compact, efficient, and dedicated to just one...
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Encyclopedia of Educational Psychology (2 Volume Set)Sage Publications, 2008
The field of educational psychology draws from a variety of diverse disciplines including human development across the life span, measurement and statistics, learning and motivation, and teaching. And within these different disciplines, many other fields are featured including psychology, anthropology, education, sociology, public health, school...
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